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Inverted Pendulum Swing up Controller
David Kennedy and James Conlon
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Dublin Institute of Technology
1.1 Abstract
The inverted pendulum is a classic control problem. The system is open – loop unstable
and continuously wants to reach equilibrium by falling over. The system must be
stabilised by means of feedback. The developed inverted pendulum system is shown in
Figure 1.
In order to balance the pendulum in the inverted position the pivot must be moved
continuously to correct the falling pendulum. This is similar to trying to vertically
balance a broom on your hand. This interesting control problem is fundamentally the
same as those involved in rocket or missile propulsion. The rocket has to balance on its
engine as it accelerates. As the rocket tends to fall over, the rocket thrust must be
deflected sideways to restore the rockets course. This is just one of many practical
applications of the system. This paper describes the technology introduced to achieve this
design and development which is now a working piece of demonstration kit for control
and mechatronic engineering.
Keywords: Controls, Inverted Pendulum, Open-loop.

Figure 1. Inverted Pendulum at rest and in active mode

2.1 Inverted Pendulum designs
Figure 2. shows a basic schematic of the inverted pendulum
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Figure 2. Inverted Pendulum.
The Pendulum is free to rotate at one end and is fixed to a pivot point at the other. The
unit is free to move in the x-axis. This action (velocity, acceleration and deceleration)
combined with the mass of the pendulum, creates enough momentum to force the
pendulum to rotate and take up the inverted position as shown.
The cart balanced Inverted Pendulum as shown in Figure 3. is the most common. As the
pendulum falls one way the motor drives the cart in the same direction to prevent the
pendulum from falling over.
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Figure 3. The Cart balanced inverted pendulum
A stabilisation controller keeps the pendulum in the inverted position by sending the
appropriate signals to the servomotor. For the servo loop, a potentiometer was used for
position feedback and a tachometer on the motor shaft for velocity feedback. A
potentiometer was also used to measure pendulum angle θ.
When switched off the pendulum is in the pendant position (hanging down). The purpose
of the swing up controller is to swing the pendulum from the pendant position to the

inverted position at which point the stabilisation controller takes over to stabilise the
pendulum and return the carriage to its desired position on the track.
A simple swing up routine uses strategic cart movements to gradually add energy to the
pendulum. This involves placing the cart under closed loop position control. Then a
routine is developed to prescribe the cart’s movement. This movement is such that the
cart does work on the pendulum, in a consistent and efficient manner. It is also important
to gradually reduce cart movement amplitude so that the swing up routine delivers the
pendulum to the inverted pendulum position with small angular velocity [1].
A swing up strategy suggested by K. J. Åström and K. Furutais [2] was further developed
and simplified as follows:
From the resting pendent position:
 Switch the system to position control of the cart
 Drive the position control system with an appropriate displacement signal to raise
the pendulum to above the horizon
 When the angle of the pendulum is ‘small enough’ (with respect to the inverted
position) switch to the stabilisation controller to keep the pendulum balanced.
Developing a forcing function
Based on Research and investigations of other inverted pendulums completing a swing up
routine, the relationship between the movement of the carriage and the pendulum angle
was observed. This led to the design and specification of the type of displacement signal
that should be applied to the carriage. Based on this, a computer simulation of the motion
of the carriage and pendulum was developed.
2.2 Solid edge motion Simulation
A model representing a simplified version of the track, carriage and pendulum was
constructed and the solid edge model is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Solid Edge model of a track, carriage and pendulum system.

The joints in the model are defined. For example the pendulum is supported by and free
to rotate around the potentiometer shaft and the carriage is free to translate along the
track. Once the model was constructed, different functions could be applied to the
carriage and the motion of the pendulum observed. A harmonic force (sine wave) was
applied to the carriage and the motion of the pendulum noted. After some redesign and
alteration to the amplitude and frequency of a sin wave it was clear that a sin wave of a
certain amplitude and frequency would swing the pendulum to the inverted position.

Figure 5 shows a series of images taken from the solid edge program during the computer
simulation.

Figure 5. Computer simulation positions of pendulum due to input signals
Sine waves of varying amplitude and frequency were applied to the cart and optimum
values recorded. The optimum values are the values which cause the pendulum to

approach the inverted position with as small an angular velocity as possible. The length
of the track sets an obvious limitation on the maximum amplitude that can be applied.
The optimum values for the harmonic function to swing up the pendulum from the
pendant position to the inverted position were:
Amplitude = 350mm
Frequency = 232deg/sec
The equation of the harmonic function in solid edge is given by
f(t) = A.sin(w.(t-T0)-j)+B

(1)

Where
A = Amplitude
w = Frequency
T0 = Offset Time
j = Phase shift
B = Average value
With T0, B and j equal to zero this reduces to the simple function
f(t) = A*sin(wt)

(2)

Figure 6. shows some of the values for the simulation applied to Solid Edge.

Figure 6. Solid Edge Simulation values

The required carriage movement is sinusoidal, with amplitude (distance) 350mm and
frequency 232deg/sec. Different values would be obtained for different carriage and
pendulum masses.
The carriage position potentiometer voltage varied from -9.31V to +9.31V over the entire
length of track.
Track length = 918mm
Therefore

18.62V
= 0.02V / mm of track
918mm

Therefore an Amplitude of 350mm = 350mm X 0.02V/mm = 7V
The frequency of 232 deg/sec must be converted to a frequency in Hz.
232 deg/ sec
= 0.644 Hz
360 deg
A sine wave generator was used to apply a sine wave of 14V peak to peak with frequency
0.644 Hz to the position loop set point. The response of the pendulum was then observed.
These values were fine tuned to improve performance. The tuning process was found to
be very simple and straightforward.
The pendulum did swing from the pendant position to the inverted position and did so in
a most predictable and repetitive manner.
2.3 Switching Criteria
As the pendulum approaches the inverted position a method of switching between the
swing up controller and stabilization controller is required. Three switching criteria were
considered.
1. The stabilization controller has a limited region around the 0° (vertical) position in
which it can control the pendulum. This is because the stabilization controller is
based on the linearised system about the 0° point. If the stabilization controller is
switched on when the pendulum is outside this region of attraction the system will
not be able to stabilize the pendulum.
2. The pendulum must have an angular velocity below a certain value when the
stabilization controller switches on. If the angular velocity is too large it will cause
the motor to apply a large force to the carriage to try and “catch” the pendulum,
causing the carriage to run out of track.
3. The pendulum should not be allowed to go through the 0° vertical as this would
lead the pendulum to perform nonlinear rotation around its pivot with a non zero
velocity. The best switching moment occurs when the pendulum is approaching the

0° vertical position with a small angular velocity. The switchover method is
illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Switch over design
The literature suggested switching from the swing up controller to the stabilization
controller at an angle within + or - 5° of the vertical and an angular velocity of less than
3rad/sec.
It was decided to investigate the possibility of switching from the swing up controller to
the stabilisation controller using the pendulum angular position only.
A simple circuit comprising a general purpose 741 operational amplifier configured as a
comparator and whose output switched a transistorised relay was designed to control the
switch over and this is illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. 741 Operational Amplifier

3.1 Pendulum potentiometer offset
When the pendulum is balanced the output from the pendulum angle potentiometer
should be 0 volts. Also, for the swing up controller to operate correctly the pendulum
angle signal must always be known. Since the θ potentiometer has a dead zone where no
voltage output is available a design modification is required. This dead zone (in the
pendant position) is illustrated in Figure 9 (a). To ensure an output signal at all times the
potentiometer is rotated such that during swing up from the pendant position to the
balanced position an output signal is always present, even when the pendulum swings
slightly anti clockwise on swing up. This means that when the pendulum is vertical, the
output voltage is not 0 volts. This is illustrated in figure 9 (b). This makes it necessary to
subtract a value from the potentiometer such that a value of 0 volts is available when the
pendulum is balanced. This was achieved using an inverting summer configuration (IC1)
and pendulum offset potentiometer as shown in Figure 8. The pendulum is held in the
vertical position and the pendulum offset potentiometer adjusted such that the output
from the operational amplifier is 0 volts.

Figure 9 (a)

Pendant Position

Figure 9 (b) Activated

Initially with the pendulum in the pendant position the comparator (IC9)is negatively
saturated and the relay is in the position shown allowing the sine wave to drive the motor
so as to increase the kinetic energy of the pendulum. As the pendulum moves towards the
inverted position the voltage from the pendulum potentiometer gets smaller. When this
voltage is less than the voltage on the non inverting input of the comparator the output
becomes positively saturated and the relay switches. The relay switches from swing up to
balance and the Pendulum remains balanced. The pendulum offset potentiometer was
adjusted to achieve optimum switchover. The optimum angle to switchover was larger
than expected, approximately 70o from the vertical. The design was completed using an
Intersil 8038 function generator chip to generate the low frequency sin wave. The diode
was fitted to ensure that only a positive half cycle was applied. This ensures that the
carriage always swings up in the same direction from the middle of the track. The relay
connections and function generator are illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. The relay connections and function generator

4.1 Conclusions
The swing up controller is efficient and reliable. Its repeatability to swing the pendulum
to the vertical position is consistent. The switch over is seamless and the pendulum
balances every time. No complex mathematics are required and the circuitry comprises
just a sine wave and a relay. The adjustments to tune the system are simple and
straightforward.
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